We show that a massless scalar field in an arbitrary 2-dimensional static spacetime is always equivalent to a site-dependent bosonic hopping model, and a massless Dirac field then is equivalent to a site-dependent free Hubbard model or a site-dependent isotropic XY model. A possible experimental realization in trapped ions system is proposed. As a direct application, this paper numerically shows that they can be used to simulate Hawking radiation of black hole and study its entanglement. We also show for the first time in analog model that black holes are most chaotic systems and the fastest scramblers in nature. Because bosonic hopping model, free Hubbard model and XY model are well-studied theoretically and experimentally, this paper offers a new general and experimentally realizable framework to map quantum field theories in curved spacetime to quantum many-body systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum field theory in curved spacetime is a semiclassical approximation about the interactions between matter and gravity. Although a full quantum gravity theory is not yet available, such a semiclassical approximation framework has offered us a large amount of interesting surprising phenomena about the quantum aspects of gravity and even the spacetime itself, see Refs [1, 2] for some introductions. Since these phenomena are extremal weak, they are extremally difficult to observe in our real gravity systems. Analogues of black-hole or other curved spacetime in laboratory offer us new perspectives on field theory effects that might help our understanding of gravitation. Following original work of Unruh [3] , which studies Hawking radiation in sonic analog of a black hole, large amount of systems have been proposed and explored in experiments, such as surface wave in water flows [4] , Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [5] [6] [7] [8] , optic systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , ultracold atoms in optical lattices [14] and so on. See Refs. [15] [16] [17] for more detailed reviews.
Most of such analogues focused on the simulation of Hawking radiation or other types of spontaneously particle creation. Yet despite admirable experimental progress, the exact evidence of observations on the Hawking radiation in analog systems seemingly still does not clearly show up. Four necessary results are needed at least for an analog of Hawking radiation in a fixed background spacetime: (1) an analog horizon separates the spatial region into two parts, (2) spontaneously particle emission, of which energy distribution satisfies the blackbody spectrum, (3) the corresponding temperature T H is * cairg@itp.ac.cn given by the surface gravity g h of analogy horizon such that T H = g h /(2π), and (4) the radiated particles are entangled with the infalling anti-particles and so the entanglement entropy between two sides of analogues horizon should increase during the evaporation of the black hole. Most existing models or experimental observations only realized one or a few of these four requirements, not all. It is still ongoing to search for a clear and unambiguous spontaneous Hawking emission signal.
On the other hand, the contents of quantum field theory in curved spacetime are much wider than the spontaneous particle creation. Especially, the recent developments in duality between anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime and conformal field theory (CFT) [18] [19] [20] shows us a very surprising connection between gravity in bulk, and quantum field theory and quantum entanglement in the boundary [21, 22] . For example, quantum scrambling has recently emerged as a powerful tool for characterizing chaos in black holes [23, 24] . Refs. [24] [25] [26] conjectured that black hole has the fastest scrambling and is a most quantum chaotic system in nature. Similar to the Hawking radiation of black hole, such theoretical predictions seemingly cannot be verified in real black hole spacetime. The suitable analog models for these important contents have not been reported yet and so are desired urgently. This paper proposes a new general class of analog models based on bosonic hopping model, free Hubbard model and isotropic XY model. It can be used to simulate an arbitrary 1+1 dimensional static spacetime and test the AdS/CFT duality. It will offer us a new general framework to study quantum field theories in curved spacetime by quantum many-body systems in laboratory, and vice versa.
II. QUANTUM FIELDS IN CURVED SPACETIME
We consider a 2-dimensional background spacetime with signature (+, −). In the static case, the metric can always be given in the Schwarzschild coordinates {t, x} as,
In most cases, we are interested in the static spacetime with a single non-degenerated horizon, i.e., f (x) > 0 for x > x h and there is only a point at x = x h such that f (x h ) = 0 but
g h is the surface gravity, which gives us the Hawking temperature T H = g h /(2π). The metric (1) under the coordinates {t, x} is singular at the horizon. To overcome this shortage, we can define an infalling EddingtonFinkelstein coordinate by following coordinates transformation,
The metric (1) in the infalling Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates {v, x} becomes
The infalling Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate has no coordinate singularity at the horizon. In 2-dimensional spacetime, conformal flat coordinate is also a useful choice. In particular, Refs. [27, 28] have shown that the massless Dirac field in the static curved spacetime with such a coordinate can always be transformed into the one in a flat spacetime by a local phase transformation. However, this technique is not suitable to study the physics involving the black hole horizon if the horizon has a finite surface gravity. This can be found as follows. Around the horizon, the metric (1) has the form ds
Then the metric in a conformal coordinate must have following form
Here ξ is the spatial coordinate in the conformal flat coordinate, which is related to x by x ≈ x h + e 2g h ξ . Thus, in the conformal flat coordinate, the horizon x = x h locates at ξ = −∞ and so the conformal flat coordinates cannot cover the two sides of the horizon.
Let us first consider the scalar field in 2-dimensional curved spacetime. The Klein-Gorden equation of a complex scalar under the metric (3) reads
By introducing the variable ϕ
Eq. (5) can be rewritten into two coupled 1st order equations
Now make variable transformation φ = w √ f and we can rewrite above equations into following forms
In the massless limit m → 0, above two equations decouple and there is only one independent evolutional equation,
A similar result can also be obtained for Dirac field. The Dirac equation under general vielbein e µ a and metric g µν is obtained [14, 29] iγ a e
Here g is the determinate of metric g µν . The γ-matrices in two-dimensional case are chosen such that γ a = (σ z , iσ y ). Choose the vielbein to be
and take the decomposition
into account, we find that there are two independent equations
In the massless limit m → 0, there is only one evolutional equation which is the same as Eq. (9).
III. MAP INTO QUANTUM MANY-BODY SYSTEMS A. Theory Model
Now let us discretize the system. The spatial position is discretized as x = x n = nd with n ∈ N and d 1. The functions in the fixed spacetime then are transformed into discrete forms as follows
The spatial derivatives in Eq. (9) are approximated by central differences. Upon a variable transformation w n = (−i) n e −iµvw n , Eq. (9) can be rewritten into following form
with
Here µ is an arbitrary constant. We will see later that it can be interpreted as the chemical potential in quantum many-body systems. Due to the discretization, discrete form is a well approximation for continuous field theories if field is slowly variying, i.e., Eq. (13) is valid at the low energy limit. Now let us quantize these fields themselves. This can be obtained by promoting fieldw n into operator. For bosonic field, we use the replacementw n →â n / √ d and introduce bosonic commutators such that
The evolutional equation for the field operator reads,
Comparing it with the evolutional equation in Heisenberg picture i∂ vân = [â n , H], Eq. (15) implies following Hamiltonian operator
This Hamiltonian is a bosonic hopping model and can be treated as a limit case of a certain of different wellstudied quantum systems. For example, in condensed matter systems,it is the Bose-Hubbard model [30] [31] [32] [33] with site-dependent hopping amplitude and zero on-site self-interaction.
For the Dirac field, we can do the similar thing. Take the replacementw n →ĉ n / √ d and introduce anticommutators such that
we can obtain following Hamiltonian
This is just the free Hubbard model with site-dependent hopping. It has been widely studied and can be realized in various different platforms, see Refs [34] [35] [36] for examples. The Hamiltonian (17) can also be rewritten into another well-studied model in condensed matter physics: the isotropic XY model [37, 38] . To do that, let us introduce following operators according to Jordan-Wigner transformation
and σ z n = 1 − 2ĉ † nĉn with the periodic/anti-periodic boundary condition. Upon a constant, Hamiltonian (17) can be written as
Now introduce Pauli matrices
then above Hamiltonian reads,
This is just the isotropic XY model with site-dependent hopping.
B. Experimental simulation
The Bose-Hubbard model in Eq. 16 can be realized in laboratory with vacuous systems for implementing quantum simulation, such as optical lattices, superconducting qubits, and trapped ions. In the following we will concentrate in the simplest one, which consists of a linear chain of ions in a linear Paul trap. In a linear trap, ions are arranged in a Coulomb chain. Assuming x as one of the transverse directions and z the trap axis. The Hamiltonian of a chain with N ions is
where
where ω α , α = x, y, z are the trapping frequencies in each direction. V C is the Coulomb energy. V L is the coupling between different axial modes, and t i,j is the hopping energies that are induced by a pair of Raman laser. For a linear trap ω x,y ω z , the ions form a chain along the z axis and occupy equilibrium positions. Phonons in the z direction can be described approximately by [39] 
Note that t i,j can be precisely adjusted to site(mode)-dependent by varying the phase and the detuning of the Raman beams. By this scheme, we use the phonon modes of trapped ions to realize the Bose-Hubbard model with zero on-site energy. To simulate N-site Hubbard mode, we need to trap N ions in a linear trap and use N-1 pairs of laser to drive photon transitions between the N axial mode.
IV. APPLICATIONS IN BLACK HOLE PHYSICS A. Model setup
In this section, we will use above quantum analogy to study quantum aspects of black holes. Let us use the bosonic hopping model as an example. For convenience in numerical computations and just as a toy model, let us specify function f (x) as
Then we can see that the hopping amplitude reads
There is a horizon at x = x h = 0 with the Hawking temperature T H = α/(4π). It is worth noting that κ n = 0 at horizon though f (x) is zero at horizon. The numerical computation needs a finite cut-off
To match this cut-off, we have to set hopping amplitude κ n such that
Without lose of generality, we set µ = 0 as the total particle number is conserved. Assume N to be the total particle number. It is difficult to simulate the dynamics for large N and L. For example, in the case 2L + 1 = N = 13, the dimension of total Hilbert space is D ≈ 5 × 10 6 . To simplify the issue in numerical algorithm, let us choose N = 1 and so the dimension of Hilbert space is D = 2L + 1. In this case, we can choose the eigenvectors ofâ † nân as the basic vectors of Hilbert space which satisfy e l |â † nân |e k = δ lk and e l |â † nân−1 |e k = δ n−1,k δ l,n . Then we can write down the matrix elements of Hamiltonian according to Eq (16) . For a given initial state |Ψ(0) , the time evolutional state is given by |Ψ(v) = e −iHv |Ψ(0) . In the following we will take parameters d = 0.1, L = 300 and α = 10. The results are similar if we choose N = 2. Due to the technical difficulties addressed above, we cannot explore larger N . 
B. Hawking radiation and its entanglements
To study the black hole evaporation, we set a particle in the inner region of the black hole by following initial state
Here we choose n 0 = −2/d as an example. It describes an initial particle which is localized at the n 0 -th side. According to Hawking's calculations, the black hole has a finite temperature and so this particle can escape into the outside region. The probability of finding this particle and its energy obeys following blackbody spectrum,
In Fig. 1 we show the numerical results about the probability of finding a particle of energy E n in the outer region. Here E n is the positive eigenvalue of Hamiltonian for the outer subregion. The evolutional time is chosen so that the radiation does not touch the cut-off boundary. We see that numerical results show that P (E) satisfies the blackbody spectrum Eq. (27) approximately with the temperature T = T H . Note that the numerical results for smaller energy deviate from the blackbody spectrum (27) , because our finite size cut-off cannot cover the low energy model E O(2πα/(Ld)) and so leads to the deviation. In addition, we also compute the entanglement entropy between the inner region and outer region, which is given by S(v) = −Tr[ρ(v) ln ρ(v)] and the reduced density matrix for outer region is given by ρ(v) = Tr inner (|Ψ(v) |Ψ(v)|). It shows that entanglement between the inner and outer regions increases during the Hawking radiation so that it satisfies all four requirements on the analogues of Hawking radiation. Because there is only one particle in the black hole, the evaporation will stop in a short time and so the entanglement entropy saturates.
C. Chaos and fastest scrambling
It was conjectured that black hole is a quantum chaotic system [24] . To describe the quantum chaos, it was proposed recently that the out-of-time-ordered four-point correlator (OTOC) may serve as a useful characteristic of quantum-chaotic behavior. Ref. [26] shows that, with a few general assumptions on the underlying field model, the growth of a general OTOC C(t) satisfies
where λ L is the Lyapunov exponent and satisfies following "chaos bound",
Here T is the temperature of system. The exponential growth (28) will be broken after the "scrambling time"
Here N f stands for the degrees of freedom of the system. It was conjectured [24] [25] [26] that black hole is a most chaotic system and has the fastest scrambling, i.e., it saturates the bounds (29) and (30) . Now let us employ our model to check if the OTOC of black hole satisfies the exponential growth (28), saturates the "chaos bound" (29) and the scrambling time bound (30) . As an example, we study following OTOC,
HereN n =â † nân is the particle number operator at nth site. The time evolutional operatorN n is given by Heisenberg picturê
The initial state is a Gaussian state near the horizon
∆ is the width of the wavepacket and n 0 is the center position. The effective degree of freedom is N f = π/2∆. We choose ∆ = 10, 5 and n 0 = L + 2∆ so that the initial position of the particle is close to the horizon but not goes into the black hole. The time-evolution of C(v) is obtained numerically. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . We can observe that C(v) exponentially growes approximately in the early time, which shows that the system is chaotic. The slop of the fitting curve is found to be 2πT H = α/2 approximately. Thus, by bosonic hopping model we numerically verify that the black hole is a chaotic system and saturates the chaos bound (29) . In addition, we can find that C(v) loses its exponential growth after a time v * ≈ 1.1 and 0.78, respectively. The scrambling time bound (30) shows v * ≥ (4/α) ln( π/2∆). For ∆ = 10 and 5 with α = 10 we see (4/α) ln( π/2∆) ≈ 1.01 and 0.73. Thus the scrambling bound (30) is saturated approximately and so we verify that the black hole has the fastest scrambling approximately.
V. SUMMARY
To conclude, this paper reports a class of new condensed matter models to realize some quantum phenomena of massless scalar/Dirac field in the static 1+1 dimensional spacetime. The corresponding analog models are three most fundamental models in condensed matter systems: the bosonic hopping model, free Hubbard model and XY model. We propose a possible experimental realization in trapped ions system. As direct applications, we numerically show that this framework can be used to simulate Hawking radiation and entanglements of particles. We also check the quantum chaos of black hole and verify that the black hole is one of the most chaotic systems and has the fastest scrambling. As bosonic hopping model, free Hubbard model and XY model are well studied theoretically and a large amount of techniques have been developed in numerical computations and experimental realizations, this paper provides a new and wide access to study quantum phenomena in curved space in laboratory. It also offers us a new viewpoint to consider the phenomena of quantum many-body systems from the quantum field theory in curved spacetime, which might enlighten us to design new materials and to discover new phenomena in materials.
